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Why we go wrong: beyond Kant’s dichotomy
between duty and self-love1

Martin Stickera and Joe Saunders b

aDepartment of Philosophy, University of Bristol, Bristol, UK; bPhilosophy, Durham University,
Durham, UK

ABSTRACT
Kant holds that whenever we fail to act from duty, we are driven by self-love. In
this paper, we argue that there are a variety of different ways in which people
go wrong, and we show why it is unsatisfying to reduce all of these to self-love.
In doing so, we present Kant with five cases of wrongdoing that are difficult to
account for in terms of self-love. We end by suggesting a possible fix for Kant,
arguing that he should either accept a pluralistic account of self-love, or move
beyond the duty/self-love dichotomy entirely.
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KEYWORDS Kant; ethics; wrongdoing; self-love

You are at the supermarket. It’s the middle of the pandemic, and stocks
are limited. Out of the corner of your eye, you spy a whole box of sea-
salted dark chocolate bars. You put one in your trolley, then another,
then another. You know that this chocolate is a popular item, and that
there is likely not enough for everyone today, but you end up buying
all of it. Here you go wrong, taking too much chocolate for yourself.
Why? In this case, the answer is simple: You prioritize your wants over
the wants of others, and over concerns of fairness.
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This case illustrates wrongdoing driven by self-love in its simplest form:
wanting more for yourself at the expense of others (and of fairness).
Obviously, many real-life cases are subtler and more significant than
this. Moreover, self-love often appears to us not just as a simple urge to
hoard chocolate, but rather in the guise of supposedly rational and legit-
imate claims to resources, recognition, attention, etc. For instance, we
might convince ourselves that stocks are only low because everyone
who really wants chocolate already bought their provisions and that
the rest is thus fair game, or maybe even that, since chocolate is
unhealthy, we are taking one for the team and doing others a favour
by protecting them from stress eating unhealthy convenience food in
the midst of a pandemic.2

In this paper, we take a critical look at a prominent figure who famously
holds that all immoral actions are the result of self-love: Immanuel Kant.
According to Kant, whenever we fail to act from duty, we are driven by
our self-love, where he understands self-love as a principle that unites
all our desires and inclinations. Since, according to Kant, all actions are
either motivated by duty or self-love, self-love is why we go wrong. In
this paper, we argue that there are a variety of different ways that
human beings go wrong, and contend that it is unsatisfying to reduce
all of these to self-love.

Our argument takes the following structure: In Section 1, we lay out
Kant’s dichotomy between self-love and morality. In Section 2, we
present five cases of wrongdoing that are difficult to account for in
terms of self-love. In Section 3, we critically discuss what several contem-
porary Kantians have said in order to defend Kant’s claim that all wrong-
doing is motivated by self-love. In Section 4, we revisit the cases outlined
in Section 2 and argue that self-love is not always the best explanation for
wrongdoing. We maintain that we should be pluralistic about the
grounds of wrongdoing. Finally, in Section 5, we end by suggesting a
possible fix for Kant on this score, namely, to allow for different
grounds of wrongdoing either by admitting of different, irreducible
forms of self-love or by moving beyond the self-love/duty dichotomy
altogether.

The main upshots of our paper are as follows. Firstly, we confront
Kant’s framework with a variety of concrete and everyday cases of wrong-
doing that remain undertheorized in the literature about Kant’s

2For more on the role of self-deception in wrongdoing see Papish (2018), Wehofsits (2020), Sticker
(2021a).
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conception of self-love, wrongdoing, evil and how to react to wrong-
doing. This literature often focuses on the infamous murderer at the
door case3, and other rather extreme cases such as Eichmann’s supposed
banal evil alongside his supposed commitment to Kantian morality (see
Arendt 1964), and on agents driven by extraordinary vices or ‘an evil
end, such as hatred, malice or an evil ideology, as an all-encompassing
passion’ (Formosa 2009, 205). Moreover, discussions of evil in the Kant lit-
erature typically focus on more abstract and textual issues such as
whether there is a formal proof of evil4, how reform of character can
take place given that this seems to involve both noumenal as well as
phenomenal and temporal aspects5, and how to understand Kant’s rigor-
ism, according to which a character is either wholly good or entirely evil
(VI:20.30-4).6 By contrast, we bring Kant’s framework to bear on a number
of applied cases. Secondly, we offer an argument against currently
popular so-called ‘expansionist’ readings of self-love in Kant. Thirdly, we
put forward a positive proposal for how Kant could respond to our criti-
cism, suggesting that he can and should accept a range of sensuous
incentives that cannot be reduced to one form of self-love. This would
allow Kant to account for a wide variety of ways in which we go wrong.
It would also involve reconceptualizing his account of our sensuous
selves and merely permissible actions for the better, as well as helping
us to better understand the burden of proof that is on Kant when he
maintains that duty is a motive unlike anything else.

Before we begin, two notes are in order: Firstly, in this paper, we focus
on wrongdoing instead of evil. We take wrongdoing to be a more general
and broader conception of moral failure than evil.7 We are interested in
evil (after all, this is a form of wrongdoing), but we are also interested
in more mundane wrongs and thus we mainly talk about wrongdoing.8

In addition, we distinguish wrongdoing from radical evil in the Kantian

3E.g. Korsgaard (1996, ch.5), Varden (2010), Bojanowski (2018).
4E.g. Morgan (2005).
5E.g. Biss (2014).
6E.g. Blöser (2013).
7Card (2010, 43) argues that Kant, ‘like so many other moral philosophers […] does not distinguish evils
from lesser wrongs’. However, Goldberg (2017) suggests that Kant has the means to distinguish
between wrongdoing and evil based on the specific material ends that an agent subverts morality
to. Some of these ends involve direct violations of humanity and acting on them is not merely
wrong but evil. See also Formosa (2013) for the distinction between evil and moral badness.

8See Woods (2021) for a thoughtful account of ordinary wrongdoing, encompassing ‘cases of acting from
hanger, understandable frustrations, minor but really funny cruelty, crimes of passion and dispassion,
and the like’ (Woods 2021, 165). However, these are cases of wrongdoing ‘not deserving of blame
when all relevant information concerning the wronging is known’ (Woods 2021, 170). They are thus
less severe than the cases we will be addressing.
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sense as a universally shared propensity that explains how we can do
wrong in the first place, and how this is imputable to us. Radical evil is
a separate issue from the concrete instances of wrongdoing we will be
talking about.9

Secondly, we primarily focus on issues of individualwrongdoing. We do
so for the sake of simplicity, to get five basic cases of wrongdoing into
focus, that do not appear to be motivated by self-love. However, in
doing so, we mostly leave unaddressed an important aspect of wrong-
doing, namely collective and social wrongdoing (rape culture, endemic
sexism/racism, etc.).10

1. Kant’s dichotomy between self-love and morality

According to Kant’s Second Critique’s Theorem II, all material i.e. non-
moral,11 principles ‘come under the general principle of self-love or
one’s own happiness’ (V.22.6-8). This is a strong claim because Kant main-
tains that this holds for allmaterial principles. All actions not motivated by
duty fall under the principle of self-love, including breaches of duty as
well as merely permissible actions (that are neither obligatory nor forbid-
den). According to this Theorem, there is just one principle of self-love
and all feelings of pleasure that we get from objects that determine the
will are ‘of the same kind’ [von einerlei Art] (V:23.16). This is standardly
interpreted as there being a ‘common currency’ (pleasure or desire-satis-
faction) for the non-moral12, and that all pleasures are commensurate and
can be weighed against each other. Furthermore, Kant believes that the
dichotomy between material and formal principles is exhaustive.13 Thus
there is a single principle for every action not motivated by respect for
the moral law: self-love or one’s own happiness.

Moreover, Kant has a distinct conception of what happiness is. Accord-
ing to the first Critique, happiness is ‘the satisfaction of all of our

9See Indregard (2020) for a recent discussion and Kohl (2017b, sec.2-5) for critical discussion of the most
influential current interpretations of radical evil.

10See Card (2010, ch.3) for a discussion that brings out the intricacies of collective evil that confronts us
with various forms of complicity by group members and institutions and can involve complex inter-
plays between being harmed and harming.

11In this paper, we take ‘non-moral’ to refer to morally forbidden as well as merely permissible actions.
‘Non-moral’ does not refer to ethically neutral or indifferent actions (adiaphora), the existence of which
Kant denies (see VI:22.19-23, and Sticker 2021b, 297-298).

12Reath (2006, 50) and Timmermann (2022, sec.1.4) make much of this idea of a common currency.
13In addition, Kant assumes that formal principles are exclusively the normative principles of his own
theory. This makes it difficult to account for supposedly incorrect but seemingly not-self-love driven
principles such as impartial Act-Consequentialism, a principle which can demand great sacrifices
from the self-love of an agent (see Sticker, 2020).
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inclinations (extensive, with regard to their manifoldness, as well as inten-
sive, with regard to degree, and also protensive, with regard to duration)’
(A/B:806/834). Happiness here is presented as nothing else than satisfac-
tion of inclinations (see also IV:405.7-8). In other definitions or expla-
nations of happiness, Kant’s focus is less on inclinations and more on
positive mental states: ‘Happiness is the state of a rational being in the
world in the whole of whose existence everything goes according to his
wish and will’ (V:124.21-3), and ‘[a] rational being’s consciousness of the
agreeableness of life uninterruptedly accompanying his whole existence
is happiness’ (V:22.18-9, see also V:23.32–33). These explanations are
broader and somewhat less reductive, yet they do make clear that happi-
ness for Kant is not a matter of pursuing objective goods or fulfilling a
species function, but instead a matter of positive mental states and satis-
fying inclinations.14

For our purpose it does not matter whether the best way to spell out
Kant’s subjectivist account of happiness is as a form of hedonism or rather
as a preference-satisfaction theory.15 Moreover, on Kant’s framework
hedonism and preference-satisfaction might ultimately converge. Accord-
ing to Kant, when you act from a principle of self-love the ‘determining
ground of choice’ is ‘pleasure in the reality of an object’ or the ‘feeling
of agreeableness that the subject expects from the reality of an object’
(V:21–22). Desire satisfaction and expected pleasure are thus intimately
connected, and it is difficult to determine whether agents ultimately act
for the sake of expected pleasure alone or whether this is just one (necess-
ary) component that drives agents to pursue their ends. In fact, Kant
sometimes even indicates that pleasure is the only driving force of all
actions: ‘Every determination of choice proceeds from the representation
of a possible action to the deed through a feeling of pleasure or displea-
sure, taking an interest in the action or its effect’ (VI:399.21-3, see also
V:22.11-4).16

There are two things worth noting here. Firstly, in the Religion, Kant
sides with the so-called ‘rigorists’ (VI:22.25) who deny the existence of

14See also Kant’s brief explanation of happiness as ‘the greatest sum of pleasure’ (XX:294.22–23) in his
1793 Prize Essay.

15Hills (2006) and, to some extent, Reath (2006) read Kant as a preference-satisfaction theorist of happi-
ness. By contrast, Kohl (2017, 519) stresses that ‘there is incontrovertible textual evidence that Kant has
a hedonistic conception of non-moral motives’. His main text passages for this are A 546/B 578, V:21–
25, 62–64, 205–207, VI:215. See also Papish (2018, ch.1).

16Sticker (2020) argues that Kant was committed to psychological hedonism in the sense that actions
without any subjectively motivating component, such as pleasure, are inconceivable for him. Even
respect for the moral law therefore can only affect agents through the medium of pleasure and
pain (V:73.2-8).
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actions or characters that are neither good nor bad or both at the same
time (‘adiaphora’ VI:22.20).17 Kant believes that ‘the first subjective
ground of the adoption of the maxims, can only be a single one’
(VI:25.5-6), i.e. either good or bad, and must be freely chosen, ‘for other-
wise it could not be imputed’ (VI:25.8-9).18 Kant here indicates that ulti-
mately our most fundamental principle is either the moral law or self-
love, and that the other principle is subordinated to our primary or funda-
mental incentive (VI:36.1-33). Kant further contends that it cannot be the
case that some actions are grounded in the moral law and others in self-
love without there being a priority of one of the principles over the other
within an agent’s character. We take this rigorism to be an additional sub-
stantive commitment on Kant’s part that we cannot discuss any further in
this paper. We think that Kant’s theory of self-love is beset with problems
even if we do not assume his rigorism. However, if Kant’s theory of self-
love is flawed, in the ways we will go on to suggest, then this could
also pose problems for his rigorism.

Secondly, Kant’s dichotomy between morality and self-love is not
merely accidental, some quirk of his philosophy, but instead has roots
in the structure of transcendental idealism. Moral motivation has its ulti-
mate source in the noumenal,19 whereas self-love has its source in the
phenomenal and our human finitude; and there are no other realms or
standpoints to ground other forms of motivation.20

However, from transcendental idealism as such it does not follow that
each realm or standpoint must have only one unifying principle of action
or ultimate incentive. Kant is optimistic that morality is without internal
contradictions or dilemmas (VI:224.9-26), and that the moral option is
thus always (relatively) easy to determine (V:35.13-8).21 We can under-
stand why he wants to resist there being different noumenal incentives,
as these could pull agents in different directions and make it more

17Kant is much more open to the possibility of adiaphora pertaining to merely permissible actions in his
discussion of fantastic virtue in the Metaphysics of Morals (VI:408.26-409.19).

18For more discussion of this passage, see Allison’s (1990, 35-42; 2011, 114-120) treatment of the Incor-
poration Thesis; see also Reath (1993).

19There is debate about whether respect for the moral law should be understood as a form of noumenal
causation (see Grenberg 2013, 60-66), or whether the moral law determines the will immediately and
respect is merely epiphenomenal (see Guyer 2010). We do not need to settle this debate here. We will
briefly come back to this in our final section.

20Transcendental idealism is a complicated issue that we cannot address here. We merely want to note
that Kant’s dichotomy is not incidental, but something that runs throughout his system as a whole. See
Saunders (2016 and 2019) for critical discussion of this dichotomy in the context of Kant’s ethics as well
as Kahn (2018) who argues against the resulting dichotomy between duty and happiness, through
making the case that Kant should accept a duty to promote one’s own happiness.

21See Timmermann (2013) for discussion of Kant’s claim that moral dilemmas are impossible.
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difficult, perhaps even impossible, to determine the morally correct
option and act on it. This would introduce contingency and uncertainty
into moral reasoning. However, Kant thinks that contingency, being
pulled in different directions and being unable to determine the best
option with certainty is an integral part of the pursuit of happiness
(IV:418.1-419.11). In fact, he holds that one major benefit of following
moral principles rather than inclinations is that the former allow for cer-
tainty (V:35–36), whereas the latter might not even be stable across one
and the same agent over time (V:25.25-37). It seems that the prudential
sphere, unlike the moral, could allow for different and incommensurable
fundamental principles or incentives that do not all come under the same
monolithic unifying principle. We will come back to this in our final
section.

2. Cases of wrongdoing

We will now present five different cases of wrongdoing, that look like they
originate from something other than self-love. Of course, one could dig in
their heels and object that, in these examples, the wrongdoing in fact is
motivated by self-love. We will turn to discuss this in detail in the next
two sections, dealing with a variety of general responses that could be
made on Kant’s behalf (Section 3), and more specific responses to our
individual cases (Section 4).

2.1. Doing wrong to benefit others

James is a bad teacher. He doesn’t really care about students, and doesn’t
put any effort into teaching. He is applying for a job, and asks you for a
(confidential) letter of recommendation. You really want James to get a
job (for his own sake), and so lie about his teaching abilities in your letter.

You do something wrong here, but your (primary) motivation is to
benefit someone else, namely James, not yourself.

2.2. Thoughtlessness

Steve is at a crowded gym. He uses the rowing machine for 15 min. He
then leaves the machine to do some free weights. Without thinking, he
leaves his towel and water bottle on the rowing machine. Peggy was
waiting for the rowing machine, but sees that Steve has left his towel
and water bottle there, thinks that he might just be taking a short
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break and continues to wait. After watching Steve use the free weight for
10 min, she thinks ‘what a thoughtless jerk!’.

Steve does something wrong here, but he is not consciously looking to
benefit himself, he is merely thoughtless.

2.3. Malpractice and loyalty

Lizzie is a dentist. She has excellent knowledge, and an easy-going nature,
which leads to a good rapport with patients. However, she fails to always
wash her hands between patients. This is a breach of professional
conduct. It is a rule that dentists shouldwash their hands between patients
to prevent infection. Lizzie’s behaviour causes harm to some patients.

Moreover, Joe is Lizzie’s dental nurse. He thinks Lizzie is an excellent
dentist, but notices she doesn’t always wash her hands. He feels loyal
to Lizzie though. She is a good dentist, and he sees that she cares
about patients, so he doesn’t flag her lack of hygiene to anyone.

Lizzie and Joe both go wrong here, but neither are motivated by self-
love. Lizzie is merely careless, and Joe is too loyal.

2.4. Benevolent paternalism

Martina receives a letter in themail fromHarvard – she got the job! Andrew
who knowsMartina verywell sees the letter beforeMartina, and knows that
she would be very unhappy there. He doesn’t want her to be unhappy, so
throws away the letter. Andrew doesn’t tell Martina about the letter, who
assumes she didn’t get the job, and doesn’t go to Harvard.

In this case, Andrew goes wrong, but not through self-love. It might
even be in Andrew’s self-interest that Martina goes to Harvard, as he
could expect to get invitations from Martina to speak at prestigious
Harvard conferences. Instead of self-love what is doing the work here is
a desire to benefit Martina without properly respecting her own end-
setting or what is commonly referred to as ‘autonomy’.22

2.5. Spite

John buys a beautiful house. The house has large windows, that catch the
morning sun. His brother wants to spite him. It turns out he can buy a

22Kant, of course, has his very own conception of autonomy which is essential to his overall philosophy
and differs from our everyday use of the term. See the discussions in Sensen (2012).
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small plot of land just next to John’s. He buys the land, and builds an
awkward ugly house on it, with the sole purpose of blocking out John’s
morning sun. The house is hideous, and bad to live in. His brother does
not enjoy living in it, but does so to spite John.23

John’s brother goes wrong here. He harms John, but in a way that also
harms himself (the house is bad to live in), and so this doesn’t seem to be
an action performed from self-love.

These 5 cases present us with instances of wrongdoing that, at least
prima facie, do not look like they are motivated by self-love. In the next
section (Section 3), we will consider several general responses to this,
and in Section 4 we will return to offer critical discussion of each individ-
ual case.

Before we turn to that, however, we should note that we are not the
first to raise objections against Kant’s conception of self-love. Bernard Wil-
liams (1985, 64) criticizes Kant for holding ‘that all actions except those of
moral principle were to be explained not only deterministically but in
terms of egoistic hedonism’. In contrast to Kant, Williams (1993, 79–80)
thinks that we should not even spell out everything we find of non-
moral value as coming under the notion of happiness, either understood
in a narrow hedonistic sense or even more broadly: ‘authenticity […] sub-
mission, trust, uncertainty, risk, even despair and suffering’ are things that
‘[m]en do, as a matter of fact, find value in’. Andrew Reath (2006, 36), who
ultimately defends Kant on this issue (see our Section 3), concedes that
Kant’s dichotomy ‘ignores many ordinary activities that give value and
substance to life, in which case [his framework] seems radically incom-
plete. Or it includes them by forcing them into a hedonistic mould that
is inappropriate’.24 We are sympathetic to the general gist of these criti-
cisms and concerns, and our five cases spell out and illustrate the

23This is a real phenomenon called ‘spite house’. A google image search for spite houses reveals spec-
tacularly ugly and uncomfortable buildings. Clearly, whoever lives in these houses does not lead an
existence in which ‘everything goes according to his wish and will’ – even if they consciously
decided to live in one of these buildings.

24See also Papish (2018, 2-3): ‘The worry is that in arguing that all evil arises from self-love or a concern
for one’s own happiness or pleasure, Kant commits himself to a crude, simplistic, and implausible
account of human behavior and motivation. Among the many cases one can put forward as possible
counterexamples to the idea that evil involves self-love are: terrorists and religious fanatics; vengeful
individuals who do terrible things even though these actions thwart their own happiness; those who
appear to do evil at the behest of an authority figure—such as the participants of the Stanley Milgram
shock experiments—but not out of self-love; and Adolf Eichmann, particularly as he is immortalized in
our public consciousness and through the writings of Hannah Arendt’. Moreover, Stark (1997) argues
that Kant’s framework is unable to account for important social and moral phenomena such as an
overly deferential wife or a person of colour who regards themselves as inferior. Due to their perceived
inferiority both of these agents do not always act in their self-interest or follow their self-love and, from
a Kantian perspective, their actions of deference to – and sacrifice for – others appear puzzling.
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problem with Kant’s dichotomy, especially when it comes to the issue of
wrongdoing. Our subsequent discussion will evaluate possible responses
Kantians have made (Section 3–4), before we put forward a possible fix of
our own (Section 5).

That self-love is insufficient to account for all significant cases of moral
wrongdoing is also emphasized in contemporary accounts of evil, for
instance by Claudia Card (2010, 58) who remarks that ‘[t]o say only
that self-interest is getting priority over morality is to ignore the costs
to others of satisfying the prioritized interests and the evils in those
interests’. She worries that focus on self-love as a motive puts too
much emphasis on the wrongdoer, and overlooks the impact of evil
actions on the victims. Moreover, Card thinks it matters which specific
interests are being prioritized. It makes a great difference to our
ethical assessment whether my interest is to exterminate another
ethnic group or simply to get by in a world full of evils that I have to
deal with as a victim. Both of these can be understood as self-love,
but self-love is too coarse to guide ethical assessment of these cases.
In our five cases, by contrast, we focus on examples of wrongdoing
where it seems that self-love is not what motivates the action at all
(regardless of the harm done).

3 General responses available to Kant

We will now rehearse a number of recent sympathetic interpretations of
Kant’s conception of self-love and discuss their potential to account for
the cases in the previous section. In the next section, we will look at
the cases again in more detail.

Let us begin with a general reply that could be made on behalf of Kant
to all five of our cases. In each of those cases the agents were clearly not
forced to do what they did by external powers. They did what they
wanted, be that spite their brother or help someone get a job or ‘save’
a friend from a job at Harvard. Even though these actions might not
result in pleasure or be in an agent’s long-term self-interest, agents
seem to act from self-love at least in the sense that they do what they
want or desire.

We need to distinguish between two senses of self-love here. On a
broad conception, assumed in the previous paragraph, acting from self-
love just means doing what, at the time of acting, one prefers to do
over all other options. To make this a little more concrete, consider a
soldier who jumps on a grenade to save your life (for your own sake).
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There is a sense in which they have done what they preferred to do, and
so in a (very) weak sense what they did was out of self-love. In contrast, if
you take all the chocolate from the supermarket during a pandemic, and
do so because you want to eat it, and don’t care that others won’t get any,
then you are acting out of self-love in a narrow and substantial sense of
the term.

In the broad sense of the term, Kant is right that all immoral actions are
from self-love, but this does not tell us anything substantial about these
actions. Instead, it is closer to a tautology (more on this shortly). Giving
self-love a broad reading has one advantage, though. According to
such a reading, Kant’s theory of self-love is not a type of crude egoism
as one’s desires and inclinations can be other-directed. Self-love means
acting on one’s strongest desire(s) and there is no stipulation that the
object of one’s desire or preferences must be one’s own well-being.

On a narrow conception of self-love learning that someone performed
a non-moral action from self-love would tell us something, because self-
love is one possible incentive among a number of other potential candi-
dates for non-moral incentives, such as acting for aesthetic appreciation/
enjoyment, acting out of boredom, anxiety, (pathological) sympathy,
loyalty, a desire for self-realization, etc. One candidate for such a substan-
tive conception, in ordinary discourse frequently associated with talk
about self-interest and self-love, is selfishness. If I say that someone is
selfish, this tells you something about the person and their actions,
namely, that the person prioritizes their own wants, needs, and plans to
the detriment of others. We can assume that there are certain activities
they will avoid (such as those that would require personal sacrifices for
the sake of others) and other activities that we would expect them to
engage in (satisfaction of their wants, needs and promotion of their
plans at the expense of others).

Importantly though, while selfishness is a substantive and informative
conception of self-love that contrasts with other non-moral incentives, it
is clearly too narrow to be an adequate conception of self-love in Kant’s
sense. After all, prioritizing one’s wants and needs to the detriment of
others implies that we do not accept moral constraints on our actions
(or at least accept too few), or that we do not accord others the respect
they deserve. This is rather what Kant refers to as ‘self-conceit’ (V:73.14),
which consists of ‘claims to esteem for oneself that precede accord
with the moral law’ and which are ‘null and quite unwarranted’
(V:73.19-20). We should bear in mind that whilst for Kant all wrongdoing
is the result of acting for self-love, not all acting for self-love is selfish and
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morally wrong.25 A substantive Kantian conception of self-love should
therefore be able to explain immoral as well as merely permissible actions.

A better candidate for a substantive Kantian conception of self-love
than selfishness is hedonism. According to many Kantians, this is
indeed the conception of self-love Kant himself subscribes to. Again,
this conception helps us understand agents’ non-moral (as well as
immoral) behaviour to some extent, because it is not tautologically true
that all non-moral actions are driven by pursuit of pleasure. If by ‘self-
love’ we mean ‘hedonism’ then we would expect (somewhat) different
behaviour from an agent driven by self-love than from one whose
actions are, for instance, to be explained by an objective list theory of hap-
piness instead.26 On such a substantive conception of self-love some non-
moral actions might appear puzzling or pointless, and this suggests that
these actions were not motivated by self-love. These actions might have
other plausible (non-moral) explanations, such as an agent’s pride, sense
of identity, commitments, etc. What makes a conception of self-love sub-
stantive is that self-love does not simply mean that one does what one
prefers to do, rather, we gain information if we learn that an action was
motivated by self-love.

A number of Kantians have recently endorsed the broad conception of
self-love as a reading of Kant’s conception of self-love, holding that self-
love is quasi-tautological and just means that I do what I desire most.27

However, there has also been criticism against such a broad reading.
Laura Papish (2018, 142–143) argues that these so-called ‘expansionist’
readings of self-love have abandoned Kant’s hedonism, because hedon-
ism does not have the same wide scope as the idea that agents do
what they want. It is a substantive position, which maintains that, in
terms of prudence, agents ultimately act for their own subjective well-
being spelled out in terms of positive mental states. Since Papish believes
that Kant was clearly a hedonist in this sense, and hedonism is a

25‘Pure practical reason merely infringes upon self-love, inasmuch as it only restricts it, as natural and
active in us even prior to the moral law, to the condition of agreement with this law’ (V:73.15-7).

26Of course, the differences would only be partial, as objective list theories tend to include positive
mental states (and absence of negative ones) among objective goods.

27See, for instance, O’Neill (2013, 103): ‘Acts done to achieve some desired end are all done with the
motive of achieving what is desired, i.e. out of self-love’, See also Louden (2000, 138–139), Wood
(2010, 145). O’Neill’s account would implausibly imply that I act out of self-love if I desire a morally
required option, even if my effective motive is duty (see our discussion below for more on this).
Reath’s (2006, 43) non-hedonist reading of the principle of happiness might also amount to a
broad conception of self-love, as on Reath’s reading ‘one chooses by judging what one will find
most satisfying on balance – or what seems equivalent, what one desires most strongly’. This has
the additional problem that it is not clear that we would actually have a choice here. After all, it is
not a matter of choice what we desire most strongly, as Reath himself acknowledges (2006, 55).
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substantive conception of self-love, we should reject expansionist read-
ings of self-love.

We find this persuasive. But even without appealing specifically to
Kant’s hedonism, there are grounds to resist a broad interpretation of
self-love as such an interpretation is incompatible with Kant’s framework
in a way that has been overlooked in the literature so far. If self-love
meant doing what one wants most then there could not be a duty-self-
love dichotomy. After all, if I act from duty, I also do what I want most,
otherwise I would not have done what I did. It seems therefore that I
acted from self-love, according to the broad reading. But that is not
how Kant describes acting from duty. In fact, he is keen to stress that hap-
piness and duty are incentives of radically different kinds (see V:77.19).28

Acting from duty can presumably occur in two ways. Firstly, agents can
have strong countervailing inclinations and yet do what is right, because
it is right. Here we clearly have a case that counts as acting from duty
(though agents themselves can never be certain that they acted from
duty29) and it would clearly be false to classify this as acting from self-
love. After all, if an agent had wanted to give in to inclinations more
than acting from duty, they would not have acted from duty. Secondly,
there might be cases in which an agent externally conformed to duty
and was also motivated by respect, but this is not the only motive. For
instance, an agent might help a friend out of duty and pathological sym-
pathy, or an agent might have a ‘cheerful heart’ that can accompany
dutiful action (VI:485.5). There is a substantial debate over whether
such actions have moral worth.30 It would be unsatisfactory though to
settle this debate by merely pointing out that agents did what they
wanted and thus necessarily acted from self-love, as this would imply
that even actions from duty alone count as acting from self-love.

The broad conception of self-love is thus unhelpful for Kant. In order to
make it work in the context of his dichotomy between self-love and duty,
he would need to add a clause in order to exclude actions from duty from
the scope of self-love. But why would the principle of self-love be: Doing
whatever one wants except one’s duty? That seems ad hoc, especially
since at least sometimes agents genuinely want to do the right thing

28It is worth noting that Kant himself, at V:22, draws a distinction between the lower and higher faculty of
desire. The lower faculty of desire is what we would typically understand by desire, whereas the higher
faculty of desire includes our ability to act for duty’s sake. We think that Kant accepts that the lower
faculty of desire involves self-love, but the higher faculty of desire does not.

29See VI:38.7-12, 51.7-21, 70.1-71.20, 451.21-36.
30We cannot get into the intricate debate about overdetermination here. See instead Herman (1981) and
Ryan Lockhart (2017) specifically for discussion of imperfect duty and acting from respect.
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more than anything else (because they have cultivated a virtuous disposi-
tion, acquired a cheerful heart, etc.).31 The dilemma for a broad con-
ception of self-love is then that either acting from duty turns out to be
acting from self-love; or self-love cannot have a very wide scope. But in
the latter case it is not clear why only actions from duty should fall
outside this scope. Why not other actions (e.g. living in a spite house,
being overly deferential to superiors) that represent what an agent
wants but that can be explained in terms of self-love only in a tortured
manner?

Having put aside this most general response, we now want to think
about other strategies available to Kant and Kantians. Doing so will
bring out a number of distinctive substantive accounts for why people
can go wrong.

Firstly, one explanation of wrongdoing that has support in Kant’s text
and chimes with the spirit of his philosophy is that wrongdoing is a matter
of making exceptions for oneself to rules that one wants others to adhere
to (see IV:424).32 According to this account, we do not necessarily need to
avail ourselves of self-love as an explanatory concept to understand
wrongdoing on a Kantian framework, but should instead rather focus
on inconsistencies in how agents evaluate themselves and others.

We think that making exceptions is indeed one fruitful way to under-
stand wrongdoing. But there are many interesting cases of wrongdoing
that it cannot account for. Two simple cases involve extending who we
make exceptions for, such as: making exceptions for others (‘Yes, he can
be a bit of a creep, but… ’) and making exceptions for oneself and
others (Lizzie might not mind if her fellow dentists also do not wash
their hands). Moreover, if we ask why agents make exceptions for them-
selves, then the only answer on Kant’s framework can be: self-love.
Making exceptions certainly tells us something about the structure of
some cases of wrongdoing, but it does not provide an alternative
motive. After all, agents do not usually make exceptions for themselves
for the sake of making exceptions for themselves. Often, they make
exceptions for the sake of something else, such as chocolate.33

31This ad-hocness is, for instance, a problem for Wood (2014, 36) who claims that self-love and incli-
nations are ‘merely placeholders for whatever non-moral incentives might be chosen in preference
to those of morality. Kant is not imposing any limits on what one can have an inclination to will’.
However, why would self-love only be a placeholder for non-moral incentives if there are no limits
on the content of what one wills?

32See pars pro toto Sensen (2014).
33This is not to deny that people sometimes do make exceptions for themselves for the sake of it, for
instance, to indulge their sense of entitlement. Morgan emphasizes this aspect of wrongdoing (see
below).
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Secondly, in the Religion (VI:26–27), Kant distinguishes between the
predispositions to animality, humanity and personality in human
beings, and notes that the distinction between animality and humanity
brings with it two different kinds of self-love. The kind of self-love associ-
ated with animality he calls ‘mechanical self-love […] for which reason is
not required’ (VI:26). This includes self-preservation, the propagation of
the species, and the social drive for community with other human
beings. As concerns the kind of self-love associated with humanity,
Kant sees it as involving comparison with others. This comparison,
whilst it can be innocent if agents are just aiming for equality with
others, can give rise to what he calls ‘vices of culture’, which includes ‘jea-
lousy, rivalry, envy, ingratitude, joy in others’ misfortunes, etc’ (VI:27). This is
a substantial account of self-love that might enable Kant to accommodate
some of our cases. For instance, perhaps in his spite, John’s brother is suc-
cumbing to a vice of culture. However, Kant’s account in the Religion
seems less able to account for cases of doing wrong to benefit others or
benevolent paternalism. In these cases, we are motivated by what we
think is good for someone else, not by either mechanical self-love, or jea-
lously, envy, joy in others’ misfortune. In fact, the opposite seems to be
the case.

Thirdly, maybe some immoral acts are motivated by respect for the
moral law (not self-love).34 Textual evidence for this is Kant’s discussion
of ‘two crimes deserving death’, infanticide and killing in a duel. In both
cases, it is the attempt to preserve one’s honour that leads to a crime.
Honour, Kant maintains, ‘is incumbent as a duty’ (VI:335.36–336.6).
Agents might act immorally to protect the special status they enjoy as
rational agents.35 Kant here does not say explicitly that these actions
are motivated by respect for the moral law. Rather, what the agent
does is morally wrong, but Kant concedes that the agent is driven to
this by sense of honour, and maintaining one’s honour is a duty. Most
likely, what Kant has in mind here is an agent who misunderstands
what would be required to maintain honour, albeit the misunderstanding
is an innocent one, in the sense that it is not driven by self-love but by
genuine confusion, confusion created by social expectations, and the
complexity and high-pressure nature of the situation.

34Kerstein (2002) has argued that we can act from duty against duty.
35See also a long reflection from the mid to late 1790s in which Kant discusses political revolution. Kant
argues that agents will make use of violent and morally prohibited means, such as revolutions, to
secure their ‘innate rights’ against political authorities. Such a ‘breach of law’ is rooted in ‘moral pro-
pensities’ (XIX:611.12-25).
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At least some cases of spite can plausibly be understood as an agent,
for instance, John’s brother, believing himself to be seriously wronged
and acting from a sense of justice, willingly accepting adverse effects
on his self-love in order to restore the supposed moral balance of the uni-
verse. In this case, there would be immoral actions (if John’s brother’s spi-
teful reaction is excessive or unwarranted) not motivated by self-love, but
Kant could potentially account for them within his system, if he concedes
that perceived duty (as opposed to what is actually one’s duty) can motiv-
ate. In addition, we can see how Andrew’s benevolent paternalism might
be motivated by a (false) sense of duty towards the wellbeing of Martina.

However, this strategy does not help us to account for cases such as
Steve’s thoughtlessness or Lizzie’s unprofessional neglect of hygiene,
since they do not act from perceived duty. Steve and Lizzie, insofar as
they reflect about their actions, might believe that their behaviour is per-
missible and they might tell themselves all kinds of stories to present
them as legitimate to themselves, but that a course of action is suppo-
sedly permissible is not sufficient to motivate this action. After all, there
are usually plenty of different permissible courses of action open to us
at any given time. Which of these we take is, at least on Kant’s framework,
a matter of our inclinations which supposedly all fall under self-love. For
the majority of problem cases we presented we are therefore back to the
question of how self-love can account for them.

Fourthly, Andrews Reath (2006, ch.6) thinks Kant maintains that we
take interest in something initially because of the pleasure it yields or
promises to yield, but once we do take an interest, it can develop a life
of its own in the sense that we can go on to become attached to the
objects of our interest for reasons other than pleasure. According to
Reath, pleasure plays a causal role in the formation of desires and incli-
nations, but their objects do not have to be mere pleasure. The principle
of self-love or happiness should be understood as a deliberative procedure
to choose between different options the one that, on reflection and
balance, is the most satisfying. This is a reason-guided activity and not
a form of hedonism in a problematic sense.

In a similar way, Laura Papish (2018, ch.1) aims to defend Kant’s ‘corner-
stone’ claim ‘that there are two, and only two, incentives structuring
human action’ (Papish 2018, 11). She argues that whilst our inclinations
are shaped by memories or expectations of pleasure, sometimes beliefs
devised to facilitate pursuit of one’s self-love go on to develop their
own logic in the sense that they might motivate actions even if the inter-
ests that initially lead agents to adopt them are no longer present:
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[D]evotion to self-love becomes entrenched insofar as self-deception
enables self-love to stake out new territory that it did not previously
have and that outstrips our initial commitment to securing more banal
and immediate objects of desire (Papish 2018, 110).

She (Papish 2018, 109) provides an instructive example for this:
Much like how racial ideologies undergo a metamorphosis in which

beliefs that initially promoted material pleasure can outstrip their initial
purposes, so too can we develop passions whose connection to our
more basic material interests becomes increasingly attenuated.

The example here is of a white supremacist ideology supposed to
justify slavery, which was at some point in the material interests of slave-
holders and benefited their self-love in a direct way. Once the institution
of slavery is abolished (and thus white supremacy cannot serve the func-
tion it originally did), agents might still hold on to their racist beliefs,
because they have become an integral part of their identity. These
beliefs might now come to serve as motivations in their own right.
There can be a complex interplay between self-interest and the stories
we tell ourselves to justify our pursuit of self-interest.36

Reath’s and Papish’s accounts share an important general idea, namely
that pleasure is important to get acting started in the first place, but once
pleasure directs us to an end, activity or belief, we can go on to develop
commitments and interests that are not straightforwardly hedonistic.37

We do think that the observation that pleasure or expectation thereof
can lead agents to develop commitments that become independent of
any (expectation of) pleasure is correct and important. However, we
also think that it does not vindicate the claim that all action should be
understood as motivated by self-love. Human beings seem to be motiv-
ated by a variety of things, as our previous examples suggest.

36Papish (2018, ch.1) also argues that we should understand pleasure as a mediator between our actions
and what ultimately drives them. Hedonism thus functions as a principle of choice and pleasure is sup-
posed to indicate well-being but does not constitute it (or not solely so). Papish proposes a number of
candidates for what ultimately drives our actions: ‘vital force’ (Papish 2018, 20), ‘welfare’ (Papish 2018,
20), ‘sense of self’ (Papish 2018, 2324), ‘the terms [an agent] has laid out’ (Papish 2018), and ‘egoism’
(Papish 2018). However, firstly, the differences between these concepts remain unclear in her account.
Secondly, Papish seems to intend them to constitute objective standards of well-being, but this contra-
dicts the many passages in which Kant commits himself to a subjectivist theory of happiness. Kant
makes no mention of a vital force when he spells out his conception of happiness, and the most per-
tinent passages strongly indicate that agents pursue positive mental states for their own sake (see esp.
A/B:806/834, XX:294.22–23).

37The main difference between their accounts is that Reath maintains that Kant’s account ultimately
amounts to a preference-satisfaction account, whereas Papish maintains that Kant was a hedonist
(see Papish 2018, 13–15). However, in a postscript to his paper Reath acknowledges that Kant, on
his reading, might still be a hedonist and he is rather concerned that Kant does not turn out to be
a problematic hedonist in the sense that his conception of happiness casts doubts on his overall theory.
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Perhaps Reath and Papish are right that, at some previous point in
time, (expectation of) pleasure did motivate us to adopt an end or to
pursue an activity that we now pursue for the sake of something other
than pleasure. Whether or not this is right is an empirical question. But
even if they were right, that would not show that we currently act out
of self-love if we pursue this end or activity. For instance, perhaps
people only come to be genuinely altruistic through initially taking plea-
sure in helping others. Pleasure here might play a genetic or enabling
causal role. But once people have come to be genuinely altruistic, they
act for other’s benefit, and not their own pleasure. Likewise, perhaps
people only learn to hate others through initially taking pleasure in it
or because taking away resources from others and competing with
them is a means of preserving and gaining resources that are directly
linked to personal pleasure. But that does not mean that once they’ve
come to genuinely hate others, they are doing it from any sense of plea-
sure. It would just be that, in the causal or genetic story about what
enables genuinely hateful behaviour, self-love plays a role. Once that
behaviour is enabled, it can be genuine hateful behaviour in its own
right, and not an expression of self-love. Papish’s and Reath’s attempts
to save the claim that all non-moral action is ultimately self-love driven
is, firstly, an issue that needs to be settled empirically (maybe we do
only develop commitments or interests due to pleasure, maybe we do
not) and, secondly, it is difficult to see how it helps us better understand
all human action and its many motives. It provides an interesting possi-
bility for how a contentious claim Kant makes could be maintained, but
it does not provide convincing reasons that we shouldmaintain this claim.

Fifthly, SeiriolMorgan (2005)presents an interpretationof evil andwrong-
doing in Kant that notably departs from hedonistic readings. He argues that
we should think of the propensity to evil as just this incentive to embrace
unrestrained licence. The picture that emerges is of the human being as of
her nature inclined to a kind of gratuitous willfulness, in which she simply
fetishizes and elevates to a supreme value, trumping all other consider-
ations, the unlimited indulgence of her whims. (Seiriol Morgan 2005, 85)

The main idea of this reading is that evil and by extension wrongdoing
is not an attempt to maximize my pleasure, but is due to the will not
wanting to accept any restrictions whatsoever. A will that follows
through on this boundlessness can infringe on the wills of others. The
propensity to evil lies in the ‘self-assertive tendency of the will’ (Seiriol
Morgan 2005, 91–92) and the ‘primal lust for an entirely unrestricted
outer freedom’ (Seiriol Morgan 2005, 111).
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Morgan is upfront that this is a rational reconstruction of Kant, but he
also maintains that his interpretation can make sense of more of Kant’s
core ideas than other interpretations. Textually, he mainly draws on
Kant’s metaphysics of the will in Groundwork III and the Religion
(IV:446–452, VI:25–37). Kant’s claims about happiness and his characteriz-
ation of self-love in the Second Critique and elsewhere do not play a pro-
minent role for Morgan. He rather is concerned with the structure of the
will before it becomes embodied and affected with specific needs and
inclinations. The lust for unrestricted freedom is an answer to the ques-
tion of how violations of the moral law are metaphysically possible, not
intended as an account of how specific instances of wrongdoing can be
explained. Morgan’s conception might thus be correct for the will con-
sidered in abstraction, but once we have wills under conditions of embo-
diment these wills will rather be concerned with specific objects that they
want, not with their own freedom.

In addition, Morgan’s grand metaphysical narrative seems out of place
when applied to mundane instances of wrongdoing. It is unlikely that Joe
makes excuses for Lizzie’s failing to wash her hands because he does not
want to accept any restrictions on his willing. Many mundane cases of
wrongdoing have much more straightforward explanations than anar-
chism of the will. Maybe some of the cases we mentioned can be
explained on Morgan’s framework though. For instance, spite might be
a case where someone rebels against restrictions imposed by others
and Steve’s thoughtlessness signals that he does not consider the
claims and needs of others as imposing meaningful restrictions.

In summary, approaches by Kantians to develop his framework into
one that is better able to account for the many aspects and subtleties
of wrongdoing are promising, in the sense that each interpretation can
plausibly account for some of the cases we brought up. However, none
of these suggestions can plausibly account for all of our cases.

To see this, we will return to those cases and consider what Kant – and
Kantians – should say about each of them.

4. Revisiting our cases

4.1. Doing wrong to benefit others

Earlier, we saw that self-love does not have to be exclusively self-directed.
For instance, I might help someone else out, but do so (at least in part)
from a sense of vanity. However, this isn’t the case in our example. In
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our example, I want James to get a job, and so lie about his teaching
ability. This need not involve any vanity or grandstanding on my part. I
might just be a generally helpful person, and want to help James out.
This seems wrong, but not straightforwardly a case of self-love. The
problem here is that my act of helping James is unhelpful (and mislead-
ing) for the search committee that has to evaluate the letters of reference.

It seems that in this case, I suffer from a (very common) form of parti-
ality, where I am willing to be helpful to people in my surrounding or
people that I know at the expense of strangers. Maybe there is an
element of self-love here, because my actions might be driven by a
desire for harmony and to get along with people in my vicinity, as this
might facilitate my own pursuit of happiness. However, we should bear
in mind that the letter I write for James is confidential, so there is no
obvious quid pro quo here. It seems that what does the work here is a
partial and pathological form of helpfulness, which Kant himself warns
of because it is not constraint by the proper moral principles (V:35.37-
8), and it is ultimately not grounded in rational and universal principles,
as the case of the philanthropist demonstrates (IV:398.8-399.2) We can
observe this form of partial helpfulness frequently in social interaction,
but it is odd to think of this as a form of self-love, rather than a misdirected
attempt to help.

4.2. Thoughtlessness

Kant could maintain that Steve’s thoughtlessness is not an action, as
there is no corresponding maxim.38 That might be right, but it would
generate additional problems for Kant’s account, as it then seems
that it would be unwarranted to blame Steve at all. After all, moral prin-
ciples are supposed to evaluate maxims and anything that does not
happen on a maxim is difficult to account for on Kant’s ethical frame-
work. In addition, Steve might have a habit of leaving his things on
various machines such that it is plausible to assume that this is an
expression of principled disregard for others and of entitlement and
an inflated sense of self. He seems to think that he can take up more
space and resources than others.

Paul Formosa (2009, 199) explicitly acknowledges that thoughtlessness
is a phenomenon that Kant must be able to account for. For Formosa the

38Frierson (2019), for instance, suggests that evil means not acting on a maxim. See Papish (2018, 44–45)
for criticism of Frierson’s proposal.
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phenomenon of thoughtlessness (understood following Arendt’s 1964
influential analysis of Eichmann) shows that not all deliberately evil
actions can be explained by self-deception, as, for instance, Allison
(1990, 91 and 159) argues. We should rather explain thoughtlessness as
a form of compartmentalization. However, it is unclear how Kant can
accommodate thoughtlessness as something agents can be responsible
for, on a framework that conceives of all actions as either driven by
self-love or duty. Formosa (2009, 204–205) maintains that passions
might be a motive independently of self-love, since passions can drive
agents to actions that are immoral and also not in their considered self-
interest. We think that this is a very welcome extension of the resources
Kant has to account for actions, but it is hard to believe that this can
account even for all cases of thoughtless, since Steve’s thoughtlessness
can hardly be understood as driven by ‘an evil end, such as hatred,
malice or an evil ideology, as an all-encompassing passion’ (Formosa
2009, 205). Steve does not have a passion for placing his towels on
machines that others want to use. Moreover, the particularly bad
motives Formosa mentions do not capture the other more mundane
cases we put forward (maybe with the exception of spite).

It seems more promising to think of thoughtlessness as a sui generis
phenomenon that can be a habit which expresses a sense of entitlement
and that we can criticize agents for, but it is not a type of action that
purposefully strives for satisfaction of desires or pleasure. It is rather
something that, for some people, comes with the way they pursue their
ends.

4.3. Malpractice and Loyalty

The right approach here might be close to the one to thoughtlessness.
Lizzie isn’t really paying attention to the ways in which her actions
affect others, but it’s not thereby clear that this is a case of self-love in
any substantial sense. Lizzie doesn’t have an elevated sense of self, and
she does really care about her patients, but she is negligent39 when it
comes to washing her hands. One additional difference between her
and Steve is that Lizzie can be expected to know that she ought to
wash her hands. She was taught this in dental school and freely com-
mitted to the professional standards of dentistry.

39Card (2010, 54–55) points out that ‘[c]ulpable negligence is a well-known problem for Kant’s ethics, as
the negligent may have no maxim of negligence (no intention) to subject to the universality test’.
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Why doesn’t nurse Joe reprimand Lizzie for not washing her hands
and report her to her professional body? Well, for one, he thinks ‘it’s
not my place’. He also sees that Lizzie is a good dentist, and nice
person, and feels like he shouldn’t be too judgmental. These might
be failings, but they don’t look like failings of self-love. If anything,
Joe errs in the other direction, being too deferential. This is in some
sense the opposite of Steve, as Joe’s sense of self seems to be too
deflated. He thinks it is not his place to criticize superiors and he
does not want to come across as judgemental, even in cases in
which criticism would be appropriate.40

4.4. Benevolent Paternalism

When it comes to keeping the letter from Martina, Andrew thinks he
knows better than Martina what is good for her, and maybe that is self-
love in some substantial sense, in that he has an elevated sense of self.
Importantly, though, Andrew is motivated by altruism and there is
nothing that he personally stands to gain. He does assert a certain kind
of intellectual superiority (knowing better what is good for someone
else) though and maybe he gets the warm glow that people sometimes
experience when they deem themselves benefactors.

Kant could potentially account for cases of asserting intellectual
superiority via his conception of logical egoism (VII:128.31–129.17).
The logical egoist deems it unnecessary to consult others and take
their criticism into account, because he assumes that he knows
better than they anyway. However, whilst this is an intellectual
failing or vice, it is unclear how logical egoism, on Kant’s framework,
can motivate actions, if the action is not also a matter of self-love (or
duty). Kant’s dichotomy here is too strict to be able to account for a
phenomenon that Kant himself accepts. This, however, does point to
a potential solution Kant can avail himself of to address all of our
cases: In his wider writings, Kant clearly shows awareness of various
different kinds of wrongdoing and he seems to want to accommodate
these; but to do so, he would have to give up or relax the claim that all
of these forms of wrongdoing reduce to self-love. We will discuss this
in the next section.

40Papish (2018, 29–33) argues that there are two models of hedonism. The first is actively striving for
pleasure. The second is passivity or the path of least resistance where one allows oneself to be deter-
mined by environmental factors. This latter model might be able to accommodate cases of deferring to
others and excessive loyalty.
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4.5. Spite

John’s brother is harming his own subjective well-being by living in
a terrible spite house, and so this does not seem like acting straight-
forwardly from self-love. However, that being said, he is also indul-
ging his pettiest revenge fantasies at the expense of his brother,
and this does not seem entirely removed from self-love. In addition,
we saw that Kant does acknowledge the possibility that agents act
wrongfully motivated by a sense of duty. However, once more the
question arises how this motivation can be explained on Kant’s
framework.

One such explanation we can extrapolate from Anna Wehofsits (2020)
recent instructive discussion of the relation between passions and self-
deception in Kant. Whilst many forms of rationalizing seek to devalue
duty by calling into questions its exceptionlessness or purity (IV:405), pas-
sions can give rise to a form of rationalizing or self-deception, which seeks
to revalue and elevate them over duty, and allows passions to increase
their hold on an agent (Wehofsits 2020, 8). This can lead to a state of delu-
sion in which agents deem their passions morally justified, and maybe
even think that pursuing them is obligatory (Wehofsits 2020, 21). This
might exactly be the situation that John’s brother finds himself in,
when he chooses a lodging that is by all normal standards inferior, but
allows him to spite someone else’s happiness. Again, Kant here has
resources to accommodate this case of wrongdoing, but the story he
can tell does not sit well with his claim that everything non-moral boils
down to self-love, since passions are not only an obstacle for morality
but also for an agent’s long-term self-interest. They are ‘pragmatically
ruinous’ (VII:267.6), because the satisfaction of everything else is put on
hold by them.

5. Pluralism about self-love

We hope to have established that there are a variety of motives for going
wrong (e.g. not wanting to accept restrictions, supposed intellectual
superiority, inflated and deflated senses of self, a misguided sense of
justice, thoughtlessness, etc.), and it is rather forced to reduce these all
to one overarching incentive.41 In doing so, we also lose part of what is

41The general problem is put very well by Kekes (2005, 4): ‘Most of the explanations given in the frame-
work of the religious or the Enlightenment world view assume that evil has a single cause. Evil,
however, has many causes: various human propensities; outside influence on their development;
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distinctively bad about some of these forms of wrongdoing. We also hope
to have established that more subtle interpretations of Kant and develop-
ments of his philosophy can accommodate some of the cases we brought
up, but that no single interpretation or development of self-love can plau-
sibly account for all cases. Moreover, we contend that some of the
resources Kant has available to explain different cases of wrongdoing
would be more plausible without any appeal to self-love as an overarch-
ing principle.

We want to end by suggesting a possible fix for Kant. Kant should
acknowledge that the grounds of wrongdoing are not, at bottom, all ‘of
the same kind’ (V:23.16) or commensurate with each other and reducible
to a single unifying principle. Acknowledging this would allow Kant to
account for the complexity of human motivation, as he in fact does in
his discussion of the shortcomings of an ethics founded on happiness.
In these discussions, Kant conceives of the phenomenal world as messy
and contingent and of striving for anything other than morality as
always insecure. There is no need for Kant to maintain that all non-
moral actions are structured by one principle. In fact, admitting of a plur-
alism for non-moral motives would be much more in line with Kant’s
overall take on the phenomenal world and the human beings in it.

Whilst we think this fix is sensible in the light of our criticism and given
the general outlines of Kant’s theory, it raises the question of how revision-
ary this change would be with regards to Kant’s conception of moral-psy-
chology, agency and his argument for the special normative status of the
moral law. We might particularly wonder whether this means that Kant
should give up his statement that all non-moral, principles ‘come under
the general principle of self-love or one’s own happiness’ (V.22.6-8). This
statement occurs early on in the Second Critique, as the second of four the-
orems, and its programmatic nature suggests that this is a claim of con-
siderable significance for Kant. There are two options here.

Firstly, a relatively non-intrusive fix is to accept that there are different
non-moral principles that cannot be reduced to each other, but to still
maintain that all material/non-moral ends/actions etc. come under a prin-
ciple of self-love, where there are various different (potentially incom-
mensurate) principles of self-love: spite, arrogance, desire for pleasure,
misguided sense of justice, supposed intellectual superiority, and so on.

and a multiplicity of circumstances in which we live and to which we must respond. Because these
causes vary with person, time, and place, an attempt to find the cause of evil is doomed. There is
no explanation that fits all or even most cases of evil’.
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This would allow Kant to retain a minimally modified second theorem,
and to maintain an exclusive dichotomy between duty and self-love.

However, one might worry that this is a largely verbal manoeuvre to
make something Kant says come out true even though the underlying
picture (pluralism about non-moral incentives) could require a more
drastic revision of Kant’s position. A related worry is that this looks like
an expansionist account of self-love(s), and so faces some of the criticisms
that we laid out in Section 3. After all, on this version of the theorem Kant
would hold that everything can be reduced to a form of self-love, except
morally worthy actions. This raises the question of why it would be the
case that very different incentives, such as the desire for pleasure, the
entitlement to take up more space or resources, supposed superiority
over others, a misguided sense of justice, i.e. everything that represents
possible grounds of motivation, except duty, come under the heading
of a principle of self-love. We would once more have a framework for
everything that an agent desires, except doing the right thing, and it is
unclear why doing the right thing would be excluded from this. It
would be more consistent to maintain that everything comes under a
principle of self-love and one of these principles is respect for the
moral law. However, this is something Kant would not accept.

This takes us to our second option: a more revisionary suggestion that
avoids the above problem and better accommodates the plurality of
incentives, through giving up the claim that all non-moral principles
‘come under the general principle of self-love or one’s own happiness’.
After all, if we accept a pluralism about self-love, where self-love can
manifest as spite, arrogance, or a misguided sense of justice, etc. then
why not just accept a pluralism about wrongdoing in the first place,
where people can be motivated to go wrong in a variety of different
ways, without stipulating that these different ways have to come under
a principle of self-love. It is sufficient for Kant’s overall theory to maintain
that the moral incentive, which can endow actions with moral worth, is
distinct from all other incentives and rooted in pure practical reason.
Or, in other words, Kant could accept that there are many different
kinds of sensuous incentives that motivate actions, and that acting on
maxims incorporating these incentives is at times permissible, and at
other times impermissible42, while still maintaining his key thought that
there is also one special incentive rooted in pure practical reason. We

42There might also be incentives that we can never incorporate into permissible maxims, such as an
incentive to degrade another’s humanity (cf. for instance VI:450.3-5).
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think this suggestion better accommodates the plurality of grounds that
motivate human beings. We also think it chimes with a key belief of
Kant’s, namely that all incentives other than respect are rooted in the sen-
suous world, a world riddled with contingency.43

Let us finally elaborate on some of the implications and costs of this
proposal, some of which, we think, will make Kant’s moral psychology
more appealing, where others constitute costs that we think Kantians
should be willing to pay.

Firstly, whilst we have focused on immoral actions, giving up on the
claim that self-love is the only alternative to duty also allows for a more
nuanced understanding of merely permissible (as opposed to immoral
or morally required) actions. For instance, we spend some time in the
morning tending to our tomato plants. This is not done from duty, but
it’s also not clearly done from self-love. It’s done from a sense of
concern about the plants. Life is full of actions that are neither done
from duty, nor from self-love, and our proposal helps us make more
sense of these. We take it that potentially many merely permissible
actions are motivated by something other than self-love or duty, although
elaborating on this is beyond our scope here.

Secondly, so far we have discussed Kant’s claims about self-love pri-
marily as a motive. But when Kant introduces his claim that all material
i.e. non-moral, principles ‘come under the general principle of self-love
or one’s own happiness’ at V.22.6-8, he is not only talking about our

43There is a sense in which even on this revisionary conception Kant could maintain a claim to the effect
that all non-moral incentives come under self-love, namely, if he made clear that he uses ‘self-love’ in a
highly technical sense as by definition referring to all non-moral incentives whatever they are, and that
this does not imply that these incentives have all something in common other than that they are non-
moral. This would not be self-love in a substantive sense, and it would be an open task for philosophers
to come up with proposals for unifying principles (if such principles can indeed be found). We should
not accept that these unifying principles exists as a matter of stipulation or simply because there is a
term for the category of all incentives that are non-moral. In fact, since we are here talking about the
phenomenal side of human nature, the task of finding unifying principles (if they exist) might be one
for empirical psychologists or anthropologists rather than philosophers. These principles might not be
a priori but simply general (but contingent) features of human volition. Common structures of all non-
moral incentives might or might not exist. Availing oneself of a term such as self-love does in no way
necessitate or even indicate that they do. Moreover, we might wonder whether even such a technical
and non-substantive use of the term can do justice to cases in which agents do wrong because of a
misconception of what their duty is. We might rather want to treat this as a third option, neither an
admirable acting from duty, nor similar to selfishness, thoughtlessness, etc. Furthermore, the technical
use of self-love still lumps together incentives that motivate merely permissible actions (such as
tending to our plants, see below) and incentives that motivate immoral actions, even severe wrong-
doings such as torturing someone for fun. Yet again, it is not clear that we gain much by availing our-
selves of this technical term, other than that a statement Kant makes is in some sense true. Finally, if
self-love is merely a technical term, this would still put pressure on Kant’s argumentative strategy in
the way indicated below, because such a technical term cannot do substantive philosophical work. We
are grateful to an anonymous Inquiry referee for discussion of this point.
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motivations, Kant also wants to establish the normative priority of the
moral law over all non-moral or material principles.

A worry here is that perhaps, in introducing a plurality of different poss-
ible incentives, we are complicating Kant’s moral philosophy in an
unhelpful way. After all, if it were not for the pluralism we propose,
Kant has a straight-forward argument for the specialness and uniqueness
of the moral law via a bottom-up strategy that he avails himself of in the
Second Critique’s Remark I to Theorem II. There, he argues that all non-
moral principles, be they concerned with bodily, intellectual or cultural
pleasures, have in common that they operate through pleasure
(V:23.13-4) and contain ‘no determining ground for the will other than
such as it is suitable to the lower faculty of desire’ (V:24.33-4), and then
he contrasts this with the moral principle. Kant here suggests that we
can isolate the higher faculty of reason and its principle only if the
lower faculty’s principles all boil down to a monolithic drive for happiness.

We do think that once hedonism about non-moral principles is aban-
doned it becomes potentially more difficult for Kant to argue for the
singularity and special, elevated status of the categorical imperative,
since he cannot simply point out that principles other than morality
reduce to self-love. Instead, Kant might have to inspect each candidate
principle one at a time and argue for each individually why they are unsui-
table as a supreme principle of morality. This potentially opens the door
to challenges to the categorical imperative. However, if our argument so
far is plausible, then we might just have to accept this. Our psychological
lives are more complicated and more nuanced than Kant makes them out
to be in his discussion of the Second Theorem, and one upshot of our dis-
cussion is that there is no quick and easy way to demonstrate the auth-
ority and special status of morality by asserting that everything else
comes under the principle of self-love.

Yet, we do not think that this means that Kant’s overall argument for
the special status of the moral law falls short. After all, he has a number
of arguments against principles founded in the lower faculty that poten-
tially extend to principles other than self-love. For instance, that we can
never be certain of consequences of actions (IV:418.1–37, VI:215.24–
216.6) is a problem not merely for self-love in the narrow sense, but
also for other consequence-based principles: We can never be sure that
lying in James’ letter of reference will have the desired consequences.
No one might actually read the letter. John’s brother cannot be certain
that the spite house will actually annoy John. Maybe John genuinely
likes his brother and is glad that he now lives next to him.
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Kant avails himself of the nuanced argumentative strategy that we are
calling for at the very beginning of Groundwork I when he establishes the
unconditional goodness of the good will by showing how other goods,
such as classical virtues and even happiness, are merely conditionally
good.44 He does not simply claim that they are all just principles of self-
love, but rather presents specific, if very dense, arguments against each
of them, showing how these goods could also be bad (IV:393.7-
394.12).45 Even more importantly, Kant also has a number of top-down
strategies to establish the moral law as special, such as the deduction
(s46) in Groundwork III and the Fact of Reason, which, supposedly,
shows that the moral law affects us differently from anything else.47

Thirdly, part of why Kant seems to think the moral law will enable a
feeling of respect sufficient to restrict the claims of self-love is that the
pain of respect contrasts so directly with the pleasure sought in wrong-
doing (V:73.2–75.19). Respect is effective because it strikes down incli-
nation. This raises the question as to whether our pluralistic account of
wrongdoing would necessitate Kant to substantially revise his conception
of respect.

The answer to this is ‘no’, if we think that respect is epiphenomenal,
merely the way we experience pure practical reason’s determination of
the will.48 Maybe our account would require some phenomenological
variations, depending on what it is that respect strikes down; it might
feel different when respect strikes down my inclination to buy all the cho-
colate in the supermarket (and not leaving any for others), than it does
when respect reminds me not to be thoughtless and occupy more than

44For recent discussion of Kant’s arguments here, see Watkins (2018).
45The fact that, in following our proposal, some alternative candidates for supreme goodness are more
difficult to dismiss for Kant, such as ‘moderation in affects and passions, self-control and sober delib-
eration’ (IV:394.4-5) or ‘strength of soul in overcoming obstacles’ and ‘talents of spirit’ (V:24.4-5) strikes
us as an advantage, since these talents and qualities, whilst not unconditionally good, are more con-
ducive to morality on a Kantian framework than the pursuit of pleasure. If Kant simply dismissed self-
control, courage and other qualities that are central to many ethical approaches as coming under self-
love, we should question whether Kant, at the start of the Groundwork, did full justice to their signifi-
cance. Elsewhere, Kant does recognize the ethical significance of these or similar virtues (e.g., VI:408–
409).

46Schönecker (2006), thinks that there is only one deduction in Groundwork III, namely a deduction of the
supreme principle of morality; cf. Allison (2011, 274–275) who contends that, while establishing the
supreme principle of morality is Kant’s ultimate goal in Groundwork III, it is not the only thing that
he provides a deduction of. For further discussion of the argumentative strategy of Groundwork III,
see Allison (2011, 273–363), Bojanowski (2017), Saunders (2021), Timmermann (2007, 120–151).

47This phenomenological dimension of the Fact of Reason has recently been stressed by Grenberg
(2013), and Ware (2021, 44–70).

48This reading is, for instance, supported by the beginning of the Second Critique’s Incentive Chapter
(V:71.28-72.232)
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one machine in the gym. Yet, the underlying noumenal mechanism
would be similar.

Matters could be different, though, if we think of respect as notmerely epi-
phenomenal, but a motive. On this picture, perhaps we do need a more
nuanced story. Presumably, respect would always involve the striking down
or counteracting of something empirical, but not necessarily of self-love.
Respect might counteract and contrast with spite and loyalty, might warn
agents that what they are doing might appear morally obligatory to them,
but in fact it is not,49 that theymight bewell-intentioned but still act paterna-
listically, etc.50 Themoral lawwould still serve as a corrective, and would help
to guide us, but it would not always be a corrective to self-love, but instead a
corrective to the variety of different ways in which we can go wrong.

Conclusion

We hope to have shown that not all cases of wrongdoing can be reduced
to the principle of self-love. In doing so, we have offered an argument
against expansionist readings of self-love in Kant. We have also con-
fronted Kant’s moral philosophy with a new variety of everyday cases
of wrongdoing, and have discussed how these put pressure on his exclu-
sive dichotomy between morality and self-love. Finally, we put forward a
potential solution for Kant, suggesting that he should accept a range of
sensuous incentives, and give up the idea that everything non-moral is
commensurate and can be reduced to a principle of self-love, and even
to self-love altogether.

Disclosure statement

No potential conflict of interest was reported by the author(s).

49Respect would here overlap with the function of conscience, the inner judge of oneself (VI:186.17–8,
VI:400.27–8).

50Interestingly, in the Incentive chapter, Kant talks about feeling rather than pleasure as the mediator
between non-moral principles and actions (e.g. V:71.30-4, 72.34-73.2, 74.-30-3). This contrasts with
Kant’s claims made elsewhere that pleasure is the only driving force of all actions (see V:222.11-4,
VI:399.21-3 and our sec.1). This is presumably because Kant here contrasts non-moral and moral motiv-
ation, both of which operate through feeling, the latter through respect for the moral law a ‘feeling
that is produced by an intellectual ground’ (V:73.34-5). Feeling thus seems to be the broadest possible
category for that which mediates principles and actions. It is beyond the scope of our paper to discuss
whether Kant should also give up the idea that non-moral (and moral) action must always involve
feeling. If feeling is just a stand-in for a conative element, nothing in our discussion is at odds with
what Kant says. However, we are tempted by the thought that we can be motivated in both moral
and non-moral matters by reasons alone, but this would involve a theory of motivation that would
take us beyond Kant. For the classic statements of such a theory, see Nagel (1970, 29–30) and McDo-
well (1998, 79), and for discussion of how Kant himself might adopt such a view, see Saunders (2021).
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